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Abstract
Background: High dilutions (HDs) of drugs used in Homeopathy are identical in the composition
containing ethanol and water. Yet they show specific therapeutic action on patients. Aims: HDs
prepared by serial dilution and succussion are called potencies. Do the potency ranks show any
difference from each other? Do serial dilution and succussion contribute to the difference in potency
ranks? This study aims to address these two questions. Methodology: The throat swab of a Covid-19
patient was preserved and diluted with aqueous EtOH 90% to prepare the mother tincture(MT)and
five different potencies of Covid named Covidinum 6, 12, 30, 200, and 1000cH.Electronic and
vibrational (FT-IR) spectroscopy analyzed these potencies and their solvent media. Results and
Discussion: Charge transfer (CT) and proton transfer interactions occur during the preparation of
the potencies. After normalization, the FT-IR spectra of all the test samples show differences from
each other concerning O-H stretching and bending (v2) bands. Serial dilution and succussion
contribute to the observed difference in ranks and CT interactions. Covidinum is a new Homeopathic
nosode, and its symptoms and therapeutic effect have not yet been ascertained. It is a preliminary
study.
Keywords: High dilution, UV-spectra, FT-IR spectra, Charge transfer, Hydrogen bond.

Introduction
Following the standard preparation and dynamization, a new Homeopathic nosode Covidinum has
been prepared [1-2]. Five centesimal potencies 6, 12, 30, 200, and 1000 cH have been prepared.
These new potencies have not yet been tested on man, and their effect on healthy and diseased
individuals has not yet been determined. The purpose of the experimental study is to see whether
these potencies show any difference from each other by electronic and vibrational spectroscopy. This
is a preliminary study. Appropriate statistics have analyzed the data.
High dilutions (HDs) of drugs have been used to treat human diseases for more than a couple of
centuries. The German physician Dr. Samuel Hahnemann introduced this therapeutic system called
Homeopathy in 1796 [3-4]. For the centesimal scale, these HDs are prepared by serial dilution of
drugs in EtOH water mixture (1:100) followed by mechanical agitation or succussion in each serial
rank. The succussed HDs are called potencies. The rank of a potency is denoted by a number like 6cH,
12cH, 30cH, 200cH, 1000cH (1M), etc. Do the potency ranks differ from each other? Do serial dilution
and succussion have a scientific bearing? This study aims to address these two questions. The dilution
of the 12th centesimal potency is 10-24. Thus the 12 cH and higher potencies have crossed the
Avogadro number and are expected to contain no drug molecules. For this, Homeopathy has not been
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accepted as a scientific therapeutic system. Current experimental results indicate that hydrogenbonded water structures play an essential role in the biological effects of HDs. Both pure and heavy
water are used. The later provides more stability of water structure than pure water [2,5-10]. We
have pinpointed the following aspects of water structure, namely relative proportion of free and
bound water, hydrogen bond strength of O-H groups, number of hydrogen bonds, and charge transfer
interaction during the preparation of the potencies.
Using FTIR spectroscopy, Mizuno et al. (1995) [11] demonstrated that the vibrational bending band
(v2) shows a blue shift with a higher concentration of EtOH in EtOH-water solution. Homeopathic
potencies are usually kept in 90% EtOH. Do different potencies of a drug show variation in hydrogen
bonds? In our study, the concentration of EtOH is kept constant at 90% EtOH (v/v), and 5 potencies
of a new drug were tested by electronic and vibrational spectroscopy to see whether hydrogen
bonding varies in different potencies of the same drug. Earlier, Sukul [12-13] observed that the
potentization of drugs involves CT interactions. Molecules absorb or emit radiation due to changes
in their electronic arrangement vis-a-vis their electronic energy. The absorption of light energy by
compounds results in the promotion of electrons from the ground state to the higher energy state of
the same molecules. However, when two molecules form a complex, one molecule absorbs a quantum
of radiation and move not to the higher energy level of the same molecule but one of the vacant high
energy levels of the contiguous molecule. This transition of an electron from the donor molecule to
the acceptor of the neighboring molecule is called electron transfer (ET) or charge transfer (CT)
[2,14]. The present study is to confirm these results further. The drug tested here is a new homeopathic
nosode (Covidinum) that has been prepared from a clinical sample (swab) of Covid-19 positive
material preserved in 70% EtOH. Potencies prepared from diseased tissues are called nosodes and
their sources contain many materials besides the active pathogen [15].

Materials and Methods
Preparation of test potencies
Since Covid-19 involves RNA virus, we have to find comparable nosode of viral origin, which has
stood the test of time in clinical efficacy. Variolinum is such a nosode that has been successfully used
for more than fifty years in clinical practice worldwide. This nosode has been prepared from small
fox pustules and has been used as a preventive and palliative against pox [16]. Therefore, the same
method for collecting the raw material was used in Covidinum magistral manipulation.
The Covidinum mother tincture was prepared from a clinical sample (swab) fixed in 70% EtOH [17],
gently donated by Dr. Trinath Sarkar, MBBS, MD, Assistant Professor, Medical College and Hospital,
Kolkata. This preserved material was diluted with 90% EtOH at a 1:100 ratio and then designated as
Covid-19 θ (Mother Tincture - MT). The mother tincture (MT) was further processed and dynamized
by the standard method of preparation of homeopathic potencies. MT is serially diluted 1:100 with
the solvent medium, usually 90% EtOH, and each dilution is mechanically agitated or succussed 10
times in several steps. Each step represents the rank of a potency and is designated as 6cH, 12cH, etc.
Preparation of high dilutions includes water in intermediate ranks, and the final rank is preserved
in 90% EtOH [2,3]. Since no human or animal study was performed, there was no need of ethical
committee approval. The potencies prepared were Covidinum 6cH, 12cH, 30cH, 200cH, and 1000cH.
All the test potencies and MT were kept in 90% EtOH. Covidinum is now shortened as Covid. The
solvent 90% EtOH was prepared from absoluteEtOH (Merck, Germany, Lot No- K4340068218) by
adding deionized and distilled (DD) water to the absolute ethanol in proportion 1:9 (v/v).
Electronic spectra
Electronic spectra of all the test samples like Covid θ, 6cH, 12cH, 30cH, 200cH, and 1000cH and water
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were obtained in our laboratory using a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, Model- UV-VIS
1900i, Software-Lab Solutions UV-VIS) at room temperature 24±2 ̊C. The solvent medium (90%
EtOH) was used as a baseline for all the samples tested with the instrument in spectrum mode in the
wavelength range 190-210nm, scan speed medium, and data interval 0.5 nm. Besides the above
samples, we also took UV spectra of each potency and its next higher unsuccussed dilution. Each pair
of spectra, say 6cH and 7cH (unsuccussed), was overlapped to see if there were any intersections.
Intersections indicate CT interaction [18-20]. The standard formula calculated the margin of Error
(MOE) of each spectrum in the wavelength region 200-210 nm. MOE = Z*×𝜎/√𝑛 where Z* = Z score,
σ = SD, n = number of samples [21,22].
Vibrational Spectra
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were measured at 24˚ C on a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Spectrum Two) using the attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) technique. The baseline was corrected for CO2 and atmospheric humidity. The energy
resolution was 0.4 cm-1. Each spectrum represents the mean of 45 scans. One drop of the liquid
sample was placed in the sample groove, and the tip of a single reflection pure diamond crystal was
brought in contact with the sample to record the spectrum. The spectra were normalized at 3200 cm1 in the O-H stretching band. After normalization, water absorption was deducted individually from
all the spectra in the stretching band. Next, the spectra were normalized in the O-H bending (v2)
band.

Results
Electronic spectra
The spectra of MT and five potencies of Covid 6cH, 12cH, 30cH, 200cH, and 1000cH show both
positive and negative absorption. Spectra also differ concerning patterns and intensity (Figure1). Spectra of each potency and its next higher unsuccussed dilution show intersections at different
wavelengths (Figure-2a-2g). The intersections varied from 2-8 in number. These intersections
represent isosbestic points (IP). IPs indicate the number of chemical equilibria of the absorbing
species. The position of IP depends on the concentration of the components, solvent composition and
temperature [19, 20]. The paired spectra differ significantly because the MOE is extremely low. The
values of MOE are given under legends to figure.
FTIR spectra
The frequency shift of O-H stretching of Covid potencies, EtOH, and water is plotted against the test
samples in Figure-3. Covid 6 shows the highest frequency (3344 cm-1) followed by Covid MT (3332
cm-1), Covid 200 (3332cm-1), Covid 30 (3331 cm-1), Covid 1000 (3331 cm-1) and EtOH control (3329).
Water shows the lowest frequency (3298 cm-1). All the test potencies and the control containEtOH and
water, with no double bonds. The frequency of OH stretching varies between 3329 (EtOH control)
and 3344 (Covid 6). As per the IR absorption table, these frequencies of OH stretching occurs
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Figure-1: Electronic spectra of Covid mother tincture and its 5potencies in 90% EtOH.
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Figure-2a: Electronic spectra of Covid 6 (succussed) and 7 (unsuccussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum
represents an average of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid 6 (succussed) and 7
(unsuccussed) 0.005%. Since the MOE is very low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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Figure-2b: Electronic spectra of Covid 12 (succussed) and 13 (unsuccussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum
represents an average of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid 12 (succussed) and 13
(unsuccussed) 0.004%. Since the MOE is very low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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Figure-2c: Electronic spectra of Covid 30 (succussed) and 31 (unsuccussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum
represents an average of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid 30 (succussed) and 31
(unsuccussed) 0.002%. Since the MOE is very low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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Figure-2d: Electronic spectra of Covid 200 (succussed) and 201 (unsuccussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum
represents an average of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid 200 (succussed) and 201
(unsuccussed) 0.009%. Since the MOE is very low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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Figure-2e: Electronic spectra of Covid 1000 (succussed) and 1001 (unsuccussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum
represents an average of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid 1000 (succussed) and 1001
(unsuccussed) 0.02%. Since the MOE is very low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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Figure-2f: Electronic spectra of Covid θ and 1 (unsuccussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum represents an
average of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid θ and 1 (unsuccussed) 0.0004%. Since the
MOE is very low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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Figure-2g: Electronic spectra of Covid θ and 1 (Succussed) in 90% EtOH. Each spectrum represents an average
of 5 spectra, baseline was 90% EtOH. MOE between Covid θ and 1 (Succussed) 0.008%. Since the MOE is very
low, the difference between the paired spectra is significant.
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in alcohol and phenols. All are strongly H-bonded with broad peaks. The MT, preserved in EtOH, has
human saliva not containing phenol [23]. So, we assume that the peaks represent EtOH and water.
The difference spectra (Absorbance intensity of drug – absorbance of water) show a slight variation
in absorbance in different Covid potencies. (Figure-5)
The frequency of the v2 band (O-H bending) is plotted against each potency of Covid, aqueous EtOH,
and water in Figure-4. The highest frequency was observed in EtOH (1654 cm-1). The frequency of
Covid 12, Covid 200 and Covid θ shows small variation. Next to these came Covid 1000 (1649 cm-1),
which is followed by water (1635 cm-1), Covid 6 (1629 cm-1), and Covid 30 (1600 cm-1). V2 bands of
the potencies show variation in intensity after normalization (Figure-6).
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Figure-3: Histogram showing frequency shift of O-H stretching vibration in different covid potencies in 90%
EtOH.

Discussion
Electronic spectra
We must mention here that this study has limitations concerning the absence of human trials on
healthy and Corona-infected individuals. Samples of throat swabs from other geographical locations
have not been collected and compared with the present sample.
The difference in the spectral patterns indicates that the physical entities responsible for the change
in electronic transition are different even though the original drug and its concentration are
extremely low until 12cH. Above 12cH, the test sample consists of EtOH and water in the same
proportion. Therefore, the difference in physical entities can be attributed to the rank of each potency
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(6,12,30,200 or 1000). So, dilution and succussion have contributed to the difference in physical
entities.
Our test samples show negative absorption (Fig. 1). This means that the intensity of the emergent
light is higher than that of the incident light. Ji et al. (2016) [24] reported that water, ethanol, and
chloroform show negative absorption. The exact cause is unknown.
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Figure-4: Histogram showing frequency shift of O-H bending (v2 band) vibration in different Covid potenciesin
90% EtOH.

The charge transfer (CT) occurs between water and EtOH molecules when 1 part of a preceding
potency is mixed with 99 parts of the next higher unsuccussed dilution. Intersections are observed
between spectra of the succussed potency and unsuccussed dilution except in the 12 and 13th
potencies (Fig. 2b). CTs, although frequent, are not universal in all dilutions. One crucial fact is that
all potencies are not used in homeopathy for therapeutic purposes. The spectra should have run
parallel [19]. Alcohols donate electrons from the highest occupied non-bonding (n) orbital of an
oxygen atom to another orbital of a different molecule to form a CT complex [25]. The Mother tincture
contains many compounds other than ethanol and water. One of these compounds may serve as an
electron acceptor. So in lower and higher potencies CT is intermolecular (Figure-2f, 2g). As both
electron donor and acceptor, EtOH serves a little better than water [26]. In all potencies, proton
transfer occurs between the OH of Water and EtOH. These two phenomena reorganize hydrogen
bonding in potentized drugs. A potentized drug is structured water. Structured water molecules play
an essential role in CT kinetics in many systems [27]. The water structure is tetrahedral and has
asymmetric hydrogen bonds [28]. Water occurs in a free and bound form. Water in all organisms
does not occur as a simple bulk solvent in the cytosol of cells but specific structures around solutes
and proteins. Water supports short and long-range migration of protons [29]. Water and EtOH do not
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form a homogeneous mixture. In an experimental study, Dixit et al. (2002) [30] demonstrated that in
the alcohol-water mixture (7:3 molar ratio), water molecules remain as hydrogen-bonded clusters
and strings in close-packed methyl groups. The mixture has 13% free water molecules. The authors
used methanol, but the phenomenon is likely to occur in EtOH. Many CT reactions occur in organized
assemblies of molecules [31].

Figure-5: Difference spectra of normalized absorbance showing absorbance of covid potencies –
absorbanceof water. Covid potencies in 90% EtOH.

FTIR spectra
The O-H stretching band represents the absorption of both EtOH and water. Alcohol usually selfassociates through hydrogen bonds, forming different structures such as cyclic dimers, trimers,
tetramers, linear dimmers, and higher multimers; there are also free units [32]. All the Covid
potencies and MT show higher frequency than EtOH alone. The higher frequency may be due to EtOH
multimers [33]. Difference spectra show variation in intensity at 3200cm-1 (Figure-5) due to
variation in free water molecules [34].
The υ2 band shows the bending frequency of water only; here, EtOH has no absorption. In an aqueous
EtOH mixture, the frequency of the υ2 band shows a continuous blue shift with an increasing
concentration of EtOH. The phenomenon was further confirmed by the results of the NMR
experiment relating to the chemical shift of water protons [10]. The blue shift indicates a stronger
hydrogen bond in water hydrogen. The phenomenon is observed in higher EtOH concentration of
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EtOH-water mixture [5,32]. In our study, EtOH concentration was kept constant, but the frequency of
the υ2 band shows a marked variation (Fig-4) in different Covid potencies, EtOH, and water.
Maximum red shift occurs in Covid 30. The red shift indicates weaker hydrogen bond strength and is
usually associated with free water molecules, as observed with Raman spectroscopy [5]. Therefore,
we can assume that Covid 30 contains a maximum number of free water molecules. Non-hydrogen
bonded water molecules play an essential role in changing hydrogen bonding partners [35]. So, the
variation of free water molecules in different Covid potencies may contribute to the breakdown and
rejoining of hydrogen bonds in the water-EtOH mixture. Frequency shift in the υ2 band can be
attributed to serial dilution followed by succussion. Experiments on unsuccussed dilutions were not
done.

Figure-6: Normalized spectra of O-H bending vibration (v2 band) in different Covid potencies in 90% EtOH

Low field shifts of water proton in a water-rich zone indicate strong hydrogen bonds between
hydrogen and hydroxyl oxygen of self-associated ethanol molecules. Again, low field shift in the
ethanol-rich zone suggests that hydrogen bonds are formed among water molecules around the CH2
of ethanol [30]. In our study EtOH concentration of all the test samples is fixed at 90% EtOH; yet
EtOH, Covid θ, 12cH, 200cH, and 1000cH behave like a high concentration of EtOH. Here H-bonds are
possibly substantial. Again Covid 6cH and 30cH behave like low concentrations of EtOH. This means
that new H-bonds are formed around CH2 of ethanol in these potencies. This variation can be
attributed to the serial dilution of Covid- θ, and succussion.
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Conclusion
1. The intensities between a succussed and unsuccussed dilution vary from each other
significantly, as observed in electronic spectra.
2. Potency ranks vary from each other concerning O-H stretching and bending vibration. The
OH stretching in the test samples belongs to EtOH and water. This is because the possible
components in the test are EtOH and water. The MT contains saliva besides EtOH and water.
According to the reference table of IR absorption, the observed stretching band belongs to
alcohol and phenols. Since saliva does not contain phenols, the remaining components are
EtOH and water.
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